WITNESS LIST

SJR 93
HOUSE COMMITTEE REPORT
State Affairs Committee
May 10, 2023 - 8:00 AM

Against:
   Gordon, John (Self)

Registering, but not testifying:

For:
   Beatty, Jasmine (Self)
   Behsick, Michael (Self)
   Brown, Jay (Valero Energy Corporation)
   Coleman, Katie (Texas Association of Manufacturers)
   Ellmer, Mindy (Lyondellbasell, Olin and Tarrant Regional Water District)
   Flores, Ismael (Self)
   Glass, Tom (Self)
   Jimenez, Lucas (Self)
   Landwehr, Martha (BASF Corporation)
   Malouff, Charlie (Texas Twister, Inc.)
   Mathis, James (Dow)
   Moore, Julie (Occidental)
   Murphy, Cooper (Self)
   Noonan, Chris (Texas Chemical Council)
   Simpson, Richard (Self)
   Veenstra, Mari (Self)

Against:
   Barsalou, Denee (Self)
   Billingsley, Anne (ONEOK, Inc)
   Bomis, Matthew (Texas Advanced Energy Business Alliance)
   DiMasi, Rachel (Self)
   Fiduk, Kenneth (Self)
   Haden, Lorri (Self)
   Haverlah, Sandra (Texas Consumer Association)
   Ledesma, David (Self)
   McConnell, Melissa (Self)
   Robison, Andrew (Self)
   Romero Walsh, Kathy (Self)
   Sabo, Jason (Environment Texas)
   Shelley, Adrian (Public Citizen)
   Stewart, Susan (Self)
   TAYLOR, JONELLE (Self)
   Wu, Steven (Self; Woori Juntos)

On:
   Barnes, Bill (NRG)
   Beit-Arie, Maya (Self)
   Carter, David (Self)
   Coffee, Jennifer (Texas Pipeline Association)
   Gleeson, Thomas (Public Utility Commission of Texas)
   Harvey, Julia (Texas Electric Cooperatives)
   Ogelman, Kenan (ERCOT)
   Reed, Cyrus (Lone star chapter sierra club)
   Yu, Joel (Grid Resilience in Texas “GRIT”)
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